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This document represents the definitive listing of what will be in this project to date. It constitutes the compendium of all information regarding what will be in the site, how it will work and function, as well as (as much as possible) an idea of the graphical and design ideas to be communicated. 

This will serve as a clear reference point for all parties to align their understanding of the requirements and expectations for the project, eliminating much possible confusion and later re-alignment.

Any other documents (such as design comps) that are considered part of the site requirements must be attached to this document as appendices with a corresponding version number, listed under Attachments, above, and included at all times with this document.

I understand that any previous documents, verbal communications, email communications, imagery, or other communications about the project are superseded by this document, to the extent that they contradict what is written here. This will speed the production of the project to a healthy, helpful, and productive conclusion, and encourage everyone to speak in common terms.

No work will commence on this project until this document has been signed off on by all parties.

Signed,


			
Chris Burbridge, Chris Burbridge Quality Code		Date

			
Joe Smith, My Company		Date
1. Summary

This document describes the features the My Company.

2. Project Goals, Justification, and Success Criteria
2.1 Project Goals
Provide a modern, reliable web presence for My Company using WordPress, allowing for the attractive display of content, and easy update of both item photos, sale item photos, showroom photos and other information.

2.2 Success Criteria
Site functionality conforms to the rest of this document.


3. Site Functionality
3.1 WordPress Content Management
WordPress will allow MyCo (My Company) to update page content.

Benefits of the WordPress Software

•	Ability to update page content through a login system
•	Ability to add pages
•	Ability to remove pages
•	Ability to add (free) plugins to introduce new site features (including to meet needs that may not be anticipated at the present time)
•	Be part of a very large (and ever-growing) base of users, using a software being developed by a group of very talented programmers, continually improving the product
•    Code structure allows rapid, logical crawling by search engines to facilitate
     better organic search positioning


3.2 Blog
Being originally a software for blogs, and the software used nowadays for the majority of blogs on the web, it is easy to add blog features to a WordPress site.

This site will include a blog, under the Blog page. It will have all the standard blog-releated features, which include:

	Main Blog page will display the most recent blog postings, including time posted, displaying the most recent post first
	A sidebar that allows for the inclusion of common built-in “widgets”, such as Search, Archives, Post Categories, and Favorite Links
	The ability of readers to add comments to the post (which you can moderate), and your ability to reply to these comments


3.3 Feature
Describe each feature in one of these sections. Think about what a “feature” might mean, and it will help you think about what you’re really offering—this helps you uncover all of the mechanics of what you’re going to have to do, and it also helps to clarify to the client the real value of what you will be making for them—and, the care you’ve gone through to think it all through.

Examples of features could be:

	A blog

	An email signup and newsletter system
	An events listing feature
	An image gallery
	A custom sidebar widget
	iPhone compatibility



4. Site Map & Site Architecture

Provide an outline of the sitemap in simple indented format, e.g.,:

Home
About Us
Services
	Cranial Manipulation
	Divination with Magic Sticks
	Sand Candles
		Green Sand Candles
		Red Sand Candles
Contact Us


5. Navigation

This section gives you a chance to think through all of the navigation in the design—both so that you don’t miss out on planning for something that is in the design, as well as making sure there’ll be navigation for everything you’ll need.

5.1 Primary Navigation
Top navigation—Home, Our Story, etc.—will consist of formatted text links. It will be possible using WordPress to change the order of these, or which of the pages in the site show up here at all.

This top-level menu will allow for multiple cascading levels of drop-down menu.

5.2 Footer Navigation
The footer design allows for a certain number of text links as well, for information that is important, but less prominent.

5.3 Item Catalog
You could also call the thumbnails described in section 3.2 as a form of navigation—within a single page, being able to view information on a number of different items.

Also, on these pages, you will have the category links, to take you from category to category.


6. Design, Style, and Behavior
6.1 Style & Design Considerations
Design is worked out by Maisie Designer, as described in the attached comps.

6.2 Visual Behavior
jQuery fade-in effect to be used when transitioning from item to item in the item catalog pages (as described in 3.2).

7. Page Layouts
7.1 Home Layout
Large image on top. This image rotates as slideshow through 3 images and stops.

7.2 Internal Layout
Larger area for basic textual and image content for internal pages.

7.3 Item Layout
Item layout described in 3.2.

7.4 Blog Layout
Blog layout very similar to Internal Layout, but allowing for a right-hand sidebar to accommodate WordPress widgets, and blog post “meta” information.


8. Content
8.1 Content Authors
Any content is being provided by My Company. Content not provided will be replaced with “dummy” content until real content is provided, at an extra cost for adding the real content.

8.2 Content Entry
I generally add your content, and make your site look good. I am a stickler for detail on spacing, punctuation, things like that.

However, my forte is not spending hours and hours formatting and re-formatting content, such that this is something that is well-suited for an intern, administrative person, or member of your staff. When this type of work becomes very extensive, it goes beyond the work of launching the site, and into the work of refining the content itself, which is outside of my area of specialization.

8.3 Imagery
All imagery will be provided by My Company. See comments in sections 8.1 and 8.2, which also apply here.

9. SEO and Analytics
9.1 SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
SEO is the science of being found by Google and other search engines—it is therefore the science of being found, online.

While SEO is actually a complicated subject and requires work, time, and money to achieve results in the short term, simple measures can and should be taken to increase the likelihood that your site will be found.

I will take these measures, which include:

•	Proper SEO-friendly title tags
•	Ability to easily add description meta tags to pages
•	Ability to easily add keyword meta tags to pages
•	Installing the Google Sitemap Generator plugin

9.2 Analytics (Site Stats)
I will set you up with a Google Analytics account, and use the Analytics360 plugin, to allow you to view your stats on who is visiting your site. This information will tell you:

•	How many people visit your site each day
•	Any trends in terms of when they visit, or increases or decreases in visits
•	Where they are visiting from
•	How they are finding your site
•	What pages they are viewing
•	How much time they are spending on your site

This is easy to setup, and even if you do not plan to find a lot of your clients or customers online, it is a good idea to have a general idea these things.

9.3 Marketing
No online marketing services will be provided as part of this project, but MyCo may want to consider how visitors will find the site, if this is a concern.

10. Server Setup
10.1 Domain Registration
Describe this.

10.2 Hosting Plan

Describe this.

9.3 Email Accounts
Describe this.


11. Site Compatibility & Testing
11.1 Browsers
All code and display will be tested in the following browsers: 

* Internet Explorer 7
* Internet Explorer 8
* FireFox
* Safari

A note about Internet Explorer 6: As of early 2010, about 10% of internet visitors are still using version 6 of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser (IE6). Many sites (including YouTube) have now dropped support for it. I am supporting IE6 compliance only to the basic level that a site is readable and navigable. This means that there may be some display anomalies when viewing your site in IE 6, but the basic site functionality will be present, and I will make a basic effort to correct any glaring visual errors. If you require greater coverage for IE6, that is available at an additional cost.

I use CrossBrowserTesting.com, as well as manual testing for Internet Explorer, to assure cross-browser usability.

11.2 Operating Systems
All code and display will be tested in the following operating systems: 

* Mac OS X
* Windows XP

11.3 Device Compatibility
Compatibility will be with PCs, not mobile devices.

Mobile device compatibility (iPhone, etc.), can be provided for a small additional charge.

11.4 Quality Assurance and Repair of Defects
I will take a lot of care to check the site, and repair any defects. I can’t guarantee 100% perfection, but try to get there. I will test the site, as mentioned above, on many browsers, and do not foresee any major problems regarding defects. 

It’s a point of pride that things be well-coded, to a high standard. A very high standard is set, by comparing site against WordPress’ Theme Development Checklist, and Coding Standards.

12. Training and Documentation

Up to 1/2 hour provided. Links and references to sites and books on using WordPress will be provided if desired.

13. Security

13.1 Basic Measures
WordPress is a very popular software. As such, hackers sometimes try to hack into WordPress sites, and a number of measures should be taken to increase security. 

I will take a number of these prudent measures, that will very much reduce the possibility of anything happening on your site.

13.2 Software Upgrade
Not included as part of this proposal.

WordPress is updated regularly, to introduce new features.

(It is recommended that MyCo upgrade their WordPress installation every quarter. This would take about half an hour normally, and can be included along with other general maintenance measures, such as adding new content.)


14. Traffic Requirements

Normal levels anticipated.

15. Maintenance
15.1 Support
Not part of this agreement.

(While it is assumed that in the great majority of cases, the site here will function well on its own without special technical support, it would be a good idea for MyCo to have a plan in place for who to call in the even that some technical issue regarding websites arose. This can be discussed.) 

15.2 Future Content Update
Provided by My Company. 

(It would be a good idea for MyCo to have a plan in place for this. Who will do this? Will they have sufficient time and computer literacy to perform these tasks, given the quantity of updates required?)

15.3 Data Backup
The data for your site will consist of two types of content:

1.	Site files
2.	Database data

I will install the WP-Backup plugin, which will provide backup of the database data periodically.

Your web host should (but does not always) provide the ability to retrieve your site files.



